Highlander
A quantum step in mobility and flexibility.
The new innovation Highlander is a high-performance
harvester for middle and strong sized timber.
Due to the different possibilities to move forward, it is
possible to move on roads at a speed of up to 40 km/h
using only the front-axle drive. In normal harvester
terrain, the highlander can move with special
maneuverability due to it´s four controlled and driven
wheels. In steep and extremely difficult terrain, the
machine reaches an enormous terrain flexibility due to
the synchronised step and drive movement. The
Highlander offers more than the climbing ability of a
chain driven machine and the advantages of a wheel
driven machine.

- Enormous terrain flexibility due to
synchronised step and drive movement
- Optimum maneuverability due to four
controlled and driven wheels
- Endless turnable crane-cabine-unit
- Fast driving on secured roads
- Safe and well arranged cabin
- High performance harvester with
flexible operation possibilities

Safe and well
arranged cabin

All hydraulik hoses
are inside the crane
(low possibility of damage)

Strong harvester head
with loading funktion

Patented step-drive
movement with
enormous driving power

Endless rotation system
(Cabin/crane and harvester)
Optional 12 to
winch

Optional clamping bench
Crab steering
Strong shield

Simple transportsolution: In a few moments a normal timber truck transform to a
Highlander -transporter.

Highlander

Highlander

Convincing technical datas.

Next generation harvester.
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Engine: Iveco 230 hp
.
Drive mechanism: 4x4 wheel drive
.
Stearing mechanism: crab steering (all 4 wheels steering in one
direction)
.
Shearing force: 30to
.
Crane: 24 tm, 10m reach, Endless rotation system cabine/crane
.
Weight: 20,5 t
.
Harvester head: Woody H50
Woody H60

Endless
rotation
system
cabine/crane

10 m
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